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Talking to language people

• ICIDS: watching James Ryan and Chris Martens’s 
explanation of their system 

• We should talk more about our systems in EIS! 

• Chris Martens: “syntactic sugar” 

• David Kitchin: “hey, if you replace the symbol-not-found 
error [[symbolname]] with #symbolname#, you basically 
have currying”



Talking to language people



Edit in plaintext, parse into 
fancy UI, export to plaintext

Parsing 
without 
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Parsing and evaluation are different!
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LISPishness

http://www.buildyourownlisp.com/chapter9_s_expressions

“First we are going to read in the program and construct an lval* that represents it 
all. Then we are going to evaluate this lval* to get the result of our program. This first 
stage should convert the abstract syntax tree into an S-Expression, and the second 
stage should evaluate this S-Expression using our normal Lisp rules. 

To complete the first stage we can recursively look at each node of the tree, and 
construct different lval* types depending on the tag and contents fields of the node.”

“Lisps are famous for having little distinction between data and code. They use the 
same structures to represent both. This allows them to do many powerful things 
which other languages cannot do. If we want this power for our programming 
language we're going to have to separate out the process of reading in input, and 
evaluating the input we have stored.”

http://www.buildyourownlisp.com/chapter9_s_expressions


Railroad diagrams

http://www.bottlecaps.de/rr/ui
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🐍 Python-style list comprehensions 🐍

http://www.secnetix.de/olli/Python/list_comprehensions.hawk

http://www.secnetix.de/olli/Python/list_comprehensions.hawk


Numbers and other difficult things?



Language issues

• Moving from one parsing style to another  

• (embedding rules in expressions, embedding expressions in 
rules….) 

• Disambiguation!  What does “foo” mean in 

[foo] #foo.foo(foo)# [foo:foo]

[foo:foo,foo] [foo:’foo,foo’] [foo:(foo)]



Tagging and autotagging



Tagging and autotagging



Tracery publication?

• What would you want to see from a Tracery 
publication? 

• What information is useful to *you* and your 
community?



Coming soon?!


